
RECONSTRUCTION OF JAQI PERSONAL VERBAL SUFFIXES 

The Jaqi family of languages consists of three known extant 

members: 

Aymara, the largest, with over a million speakers, is spoken 

primarily in Bolivia with a good number in Peru and some scattered 

elsewhere throughout the Andean area. 

Jaqaru is spoken by about 2,000 people, all living in the town 

of Tupe, province of Yauyos, Peru, or having emigrated from THpe:-

Kawki, with only 20 to 30 speakers left, is spoken in Cachuy 

and in the two towns founded by Cachuinos, Canchan and Chavin, all 

in the province of Yauyos, Peru. 

/kawki/ means 'where' in all of the languages. As a language 

name, it is apparently an imposition by the Spaniards. It occurs 

frequently in greetings among Tupinos or Cachuinos. /aymara/ is 

meaningless in Aymara, but in Jaqaru and Kawki means 'lazy, good-for

nothing', and is used for unfavorable comment on one's character. 

/jaqaru/ is 'people speak', /jaqi/ 'people/ and /aru/ 'speak'. 

Today /aru-/ in Aymara is used for animals, e.g., a cock crow, 

J-::"-' 
having been replaced for people speaking by the~ Spanish borrowing 

jparlafiaj. /jaqi/ means 'people' in all of the languages, and is 

an insult to no one. 

The Jaqi family of languages was formerly much more widespread. 

Some member of this family, usually referred to as 'kawki' by the 

people of Canta, was spoken in that province north of Lima until 

the turn of the century. Further up the Yauyos valley there were 

speakers of some related language until only 15 or 20 years ago. 

The children of those speakers, now elderly themselves, remember 

songs, sayings, insults, but can no longer speak. Some rumors 
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say that there may still be some very old people who speak in some 

villages more than one day by foot from any road. 

Kawki and Jaqaru are partially mutually intelligible. It is 
,.. t/~: 

'...{ ~~~.<\. ~~"..i(..'J ,-+' Lt'-~~-"'_\.-

not important for purposes of this paper to decide"1::~-
.: I, ;,,-- """/ ':;. ~ (,../\; • \ : • ,j " , i "
<.. l'::~-:_-:-t' 1, ,,'"
;'-H:'-r-r-tr:l: Ie v e y. 'I shall refer to them as separate languages. Kawki 

is always disparaged by Jaqaru speakers as being "confused". Kawki 

speakers mayor may not reciprocate. Some hold Jaqaru to be "better". 

Jaqaru and Kawki are more similar to each other than either is to 

Aymara, but Kawki has many features in common with Aymara not shared 

by Jaqaru. 

Jaqaru and Kawki have been in mutual contact throughout historical 

times. Before motor vehicle roads were built Tupe was the cultural 

center of the area, and many youths from Cachuy as well as other 

places went to Tupe to attend school. This meeting of young people 

from many places, some Quechua speaking, some Spanish speaking only, 

has made the current adult generation of Tupe bilingual. The children 

continue to learn Jaqaru, however, so that the town remains bilingual. 

Cachuy, on the other hand, largely because of the veneration of a 

miraculous image found there, has had extensive contact 'vith people 

from the coast, including Protestant missionaries. A large proportion 

of the people of Cachuy have been converted, which has resulted in 

the loss of Kawki and its substitution by Spanish. Alll s pea k e r s C'~ kw)~ ~ 
J 

are of the grandparent generation. 

There has been no contact within historical times between 

speakers of Jaqaru-Kawki and speakers of Aymara, except for those 

recently made aware of their mutual existence through my work. 

The relationship of these three languages is obvious from a 

comparison of the grammar. The question of their relationship to 

Quechua is constantly brought up. Archeological, historical, and 
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mythological evidence show that speakers of the two families 

of languages have had intensive and extensive contact for at least 

two thousand years, and that neither has necessarily enjoyed a 

monopoly of power or hegemony. Work to date, by myself and others, 

whows that there has been extensive borrowing, in many layers, and 

in both directions. Much, if not all, of the common vocabulary can 

\ ' I,.. " 
probably be traced to these borrowings, but the peeling off of them 

is no easy task. Th e r e f o rr, what reconstruction can be done through 
I('~ ~," -, . . '\t~ 

the grammar before making decisions based on the entire vocabulary will 

be more reliable. Grammatical correspondences between the two 

families are very limited. Some often cited are, in fact, semantical 

rather than grammatical, e.g., the distinction between inclusive 

and exclusive of first person. The question of genetic relationship 

must be left open until more work has been done within~ each family. 

Typologically the Jaqi languages have the following 

characteristics: they are suffixing languages; basic root classes 

are verbs and substantives; there are a number of subclasses of 

substantives; there are very few particles in any of the languages; 

suffixes are nominal, verbal, or independent. Verbal suffixes are 

derivational (quite extensive) and inflectional. The independent 

suffixes are basically sentence markers although they occur attached 

to a word. The sentence classification by means of these suffixes 
, v)v~~!)"y'~V'1 ' 

is quite extensive in all of the languag~.~ ~yntactical relations 

are extensively marked morphologically, primarily with the independent 

suffixes, but not exclusively. With the exception of a few types of 

phrases, word order is quite free in all of the languages. 

HANDOUT. In the phonology, all of the languages have three 

series of voiceless stops - plain, aspirated, and glottalized. 
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Aymara has five positions; Jaqaru and Kawki have eight. Aymara 

distinguishes three nasals, Jaqaru and Kawki four. Jaqaru and 

Kawki distinguish two sibilants, Aymara one. Aymara distinguishes 

two aspirates, one fricative and one pharyngeal, Jaqaru and Kawki 

one. ' ", I I, 

In both the nominal and verbal systems, the Jaqi languages have 

a basic four person system. An example of the nominal forms is 

given on the HANDOUT. 

All of the languages, both within the nominal system and the 

verbal system, have suffixes which can be labeled "plural". They 

are not cognate. Furthermore, all of the languages distinguish among 

several types of aggregations. The absence of one of the suffixes 

labeled "plural" does not imply singular. Among bilinguals, 

especially in the case of Aymara speakers, there is apparently 

pressure from the knowledge of Spanish grammar such that they will 

put in the so-called Aymara "plural" suffix every time one would occur 

in Spanish. This is especially noticible among radio announcers. 

Recordings from monolinguals show no such pattern. Singular 1

plural is not an inflectional category in the Jaqi languages. 

The Proto-Jaqi verb system consisted of at least ten persons, 

and there is some evidence for the reconstruction of one or two more. 

Jaqaru preserves all ten, Kawki and Aymara have only nine today; in 

the case of Kawki with resulting homophony and in the case of Aymara 

with semantic loss. 

The forms that can be confidently reconstructed are: 

1~(3); 2"';~ (3); 3 .: (3); 4"';: (3); 1 -) 2; 2 -\, 1; 2 -:-"0 4 ; 

3 - 1; 3 -'; 2; 3 -; 4. The present day forms of 1 ~ 2, indicative 

and contrary-to-fact, may have resulted from a merger of Proto-Jaqi 

1 ~'2 and 4 ~ 2 forms, but the evidence is not yet conclusive. 
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2 ~ 1 and 2 ->4 have fallen together in both Kawki and Aymara. All 

forms in Kawki comefrom proto *2 - 1, forms which informants will 
.:y"1.... '_ ',,"- ~'0 \.:: 

readily give when asked for either meaning~~" Aymara forms come 
_~ ,Y'L'__H'Yv-< 1 

sometimes from Proto *2 -, l"d; Proto *2 -::/4, but the meaning 2 "4 

is considered a semantic impossibility. 

Presented on the HANDOUT are three sets of person suffixes. 

Both object and actor are indicated in the verb, third person 

object usually marked by zero. In many cases it is possible to 

recognize tense or subject or object markers, but more as 'distinctive 

features' than as specific morphemes. Second person, either as 

subject or object tends to be overmarked. Object markers are more 
". ; I __ .:~,' ~ ( J..' 

clearly discernab1e than subject markers:~ 4., v , 

The raw data are given first. / On the last page are the 

reconstructions with the reflections in the three languages. 

The first set, INDICATIVE, is the most frequently occuring. 

In Jaqaru and Kawki these person markers are always accompanied by 

a tense marker, present, past or remote. In Aymara, they are NOT 

accompanied by tense marker and are non-future. 

The second set is FUTURE-IMPERATIVE. All of the languages 

have an imperative in all of the forms they use, but four of these 

forms are homonymous with the future. ~ 3 is anomalous; Jaqaru 

and Kawki use the same form as for the indicative; Aymara has a 

form for which I have found no cognate in Jaqaru or Kawki. 

The third set is the CONTRARY-TO-FACT, both present and past. 

Only the person suffixes are reconstructed. The past has the same 

person marker plus -na, or in Aymara -:na, not pertinent to the 

discussion here. 

All of the languages have some remote pasts. Only Jaqaru 

preserves at least one form for each of the ten persons in at 
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least one remote tense. We have found remotes only in the third 

person in Aymara. The remote forms in Jaqaru show vowel harmony 

(-kijim-, -kujut-, kajta). The three replaced forms in the CTF in 
I> 

Aymara are cognates of the mythical remote of Jaqaru. 
! --

/' -~ 

It is postulated that at one period in the history of Jaqaru, 

~~ a limited vowel harmony change was effective. It did not affect 

Aymara. Kawki was most likely affected, but was later influenced 
I 1'1 l<- ,,,--::I;),, \A-_' L"--r f ~i 

t,," ~ 

as least partially by neighboring Jaqaru _ p'"'r 1'; ce ~-'-.- ' 

/\ 

All of the Proto s u f f Lx e s, have *-i-a, in their reflexions in 

any of the languages~ will be*-u-a if the preceding morpheme ends 

in lui. In Jaqaru, the lui ~ becq~e permanent, and the harmony 
V./\I~ 

h:as spread to the following syllable, if suchC;ris not final. (Point 

out examples). 

All Proto-Jaqi aspiration in verb suffixes is retained in 
" }',\ ' 'f-c, -<yv.' 

Jaqaru except before'~on-contiguous I-na/. It is all lost in 

l'j ""v"J fd«J"er 
Aymara. Kawki has apparently free variation, which ~ ~ the 

result of Jaqaru contact. 

Proto-Jaqi lsi is retained in Jaqaru, is reflected in lsi in 

Aymara (a regular correspondence throughout the language), and again 

varies in Kawki. 

Jaqaru and Kawki require vowels in absolute final position. 

Aymara permits liquids and nasals (w, 1, m. n) to occur in absolute 

final position. Therefore, such suffixes as I-tan, -tam, -mi. The 

vowel may recur if a suffix demanding a preceding vowel follows - a 

rare occurence. ,WI" 'Y"''V'2 
;j 

1 ~ 2 indicative cannot be completely reconstructed~ Aymara LVII'!' 
~ oJ ~ifIsmal would seem to show a 4p marker lsi ~/s/. The Iii recurs 
\~]\J V\..., V 

nowhere else in Jaqaru, and, according to the rest of the p a t t e r n jx "v,
.J"I ' 

\J 
would have become lui. 1 ~ 2 CTF is equally anomalous, showing 
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again the /s/ typical of fourth person, and no cognate in Aymara. 

Proto-Jaqi /-Na/, usually I-mal, but also /-na/, regularly 

corresponds to Aymara long vowel, (Point out examples); in the 

future and imperative. In Jaqaru and Kawki long vowels are restricted 

to roots. Apparently this change took place after the split of 

these two from Aymara, while the vowel change took place before. 

Most of the apparent vowel loss from Proto forms to the forms 

actually listed is a matter of morphophonemics - in the case of 

Kawki, largely a matter of data limitation, i.e. the few contexts 

in which I have the forms - in the case of Aymara, largely a matter 

of now historical limitation of occurence within morphological 

contexts. 

In closing, we may note some of the markers: 

/-sa-/ marks the CTP in all cases, and occurs after the object 

marker and before the subject marker, except where second person 

is the object. 

*/-s-/ marks fourth person as object, and occurs between the /V/ 

and /t/ of the first person as object marker. 

*/-it-/ marks first person as object. In the indicative, with 

*/-it-/, */-u/ will mark third person as actor and */-a/ second 

person, but that contrast carries no further. 

*/-ma/ always occurs when second person is object, but it also 

occurs in the non-indicative when second person is subject. 

Nasals characterize the future, in contrast to BERN the indicative, 

the imperative, and the CTF. However, a */-ta-/ will often occur in 

the future contrasting with a */-sa-/ in the CTF. 

The indicative may be considered unmarked for tense except 

insofar as theelection of a particular person suffix will carry with 

it tense marking, e.g. third person 
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A few other elements may be noted perhaps, and doubtless more 

of the system will become clear as our reconstruction advances. 
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Mo J o n a rdm~n-de-rauti9tu 

Un1vernity of Flo da 
nepartuent of Anthropology 

RE .ONS~RUCTION OF JAQI PERSONAL VERBAL 

J tti languages i 

AY~,ti\RA - Bolivia. Pe u ( Aymarss) 
JAQARU - Tupe (Tuptnos) 

SUF F : XES
 

~AU~I - Cachuy [Canchan Ch viol (CachuinoB) 

Jaqaru phoneme Aymara phoneme 

P t '/. 
p" til ttl 

" ?p' .. t. ' 
m n f'l 

v s S 

1 ~ 

W r y 

i u 
a 

Nominal 4 

!utal 

'my, 
'your 
~hiB, 

'Dy, 

-« ~ c q p , ~ k 
t n ft q I ttl ..c l!" k" p ' k" 
t.' II, 

- c' q' p' t' ~t k 
n III n fI 

h 9 

1 9! 
,; r y 

(vowe L l en gth) i u
 
a
 

persons (possessive . 

'house' J o 

our (bu not your) houge~ tut!) / /utsa! 
house' /ut a/ /utma./ 
her, the r house' ! utpu a / /utpa! 

your, our house; lu taa/ lutsal 

Verb 1 person suffixea to be compared: 

Indicative: 

q 
q" 
q' 

h 

(vo't-lel length) 

o 

luta al
 
Intemal
 
/utapa!
 
lutasa!
 

';> !'2 ' -1' 

L( ;> - , ,,
I - 

1 .., (3) 
! ,. (3) 
3 en 
4 .. (3) 
1 2 
2 l ( 
2 ~4 
3 ., 1 
3 + 2 
3 4 

J . 
- t':a 
-t 

-i 
-tana 
-1ma 
-uta 
-ulrta 
-utu 
-ta a 
-u tu 

• 
-t' a, 
-ta 
-1 
-tans 
-1ma 
- i t a 

.., 

-itu 
-tama 
-1stu 

A • 
-t -ta 

-ta. 
-i 
-tan 
-ama. 

. 

-itu 
-tamn 
-istu 

-ie,ta 
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JAQI
 

FUTURE	 IHPERATIVE 
J o 

sr 
r" c A c -To K A o
 

.:,. (3)
1 - 8 a -sa -: -sa -9 a -: 
2 ... (3) -mata ata -:ta -ma « ma -m 

;)1r3 7' (3) -n1 -ni -n1 _pIta -p"a,-pa -pa , 
4 7 (3) -tana -tana -£'ian': -tana -tana - £'iani 
1 ~ 2 - ma rn a -mama -:ma -marna -mama - :I:lS 

2 ? 1 -utumatn -tumata -ita:ta -u~uIi\a -itma -ita: 
2 7 4 -u~tumata - f lA mCl 1-0- -u tuma - It-mOo
3 1 -utuni -tuni -ftan! -utup"a -itpa 
3 ? 2 -matama -matrna -:tam -rn tama -matma -:tam 
3 ~ 4 -uM'tuni -uiftuni -stani -ustup"a -istpa 

CONTRARY-TO-FACT	 PRESENT (DESIDERATIVE)
 
PAST (CRITICAL)
 

J. Ko	 Ao 

1	 ? (3) -sa -irista
 

- s a9 na -sanana -iriska :ta
 

2 + (3)	 -sarna -sma
 
-samana -sarnan -sam~a
 

3 ~ (3)	 -sp"a -spa -spa
 
-sapana -sapan -sapMa
 

4 ? (3) sana -sana -sna
 
-san -sana -sa:na
 

II1 7 2	 -stam -irisma
 
-~ t aman a -starn nn -ir iskasama :na
 

2 -?l	 -utusama -itasma
 
-utusamana. -tusmana -itasama:na
 

2 -} 4 -uIIstusama 
V-UBtusmana 

3 ~ 1	 -utusp"a -ites pa
 
-utsapana -tuspana -itasapa:na
 

3 ~2	 -masama -iristam
 
-masmana -masmana -iriska :tam
 

3 ~ 4	 -uatusp"a - s t aa pa v	
-"-u}ituspana -stuspana -stasa?a: na 
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LlDICATIVE 
PJ J o Ko Ao 

1 ~ (3) *-t' a t"a - " a, -ta -ta 
2 ~ (3) * a ta - a -ta 
3 ~ (3) *-i -i -i -i 
4 ~ (3) *-tana -tana -tana -t n 
1 2 *-CVma -ima fI -1ma n -sma f1 
2 +1 *-ita -uta -ita FORH LOST 
2 -> 4 *-i~ta -u~ta FORM LOST -iata 
3 -> 1 *-itu -utu -itu -itu 
3 
3 

-:>2 
:;-4 

* ama 
*-ittu 

-t~a 
-u tu 

-tama 
-istu 

-tam 
-stu 

FUTURE 

1 
2 

-> (3) 
-) (3) 

PJ 
*-.3)a
*-Ill ta 

J. 
-ya 
-mata 

Ko 

-!)a 
-mata 

-: 
-:ta 

3 -;> (3) . -ni -ni -n1 -ni 
4 -+ (3) InDICATIVE INDICATIVE NO COGNATE 
1 .y 2 *-mama -mama -marna -:ma 
2 ~ 1 *-itamata -u&umata -turnat2. -ita:ta 
2 '74 *-i~ta ata -ustu a a FORM LOST FORM LOST 
3 .;> 1 *-itani -utuni -tuni -itani 
3 ~ 2 *-m tama -t:le,tama -matma -: tam 
3 ~ 4 *-i¥ta 1 -ustuni -u tuni - i tani ~-i d" f) ; 

IMPERATIVE FORMS NOT HOMOPHONOUS WITH FUTURE 
2 .;. 3 *-ma -ma -rna -m 
3 ~ 3 *-p"a _pIta _p"a, -p -pa 
2 ~ 1 *-itama -utuma -itma -ita: 
3 
2 
3 

~ 1 
""? 4 
~ 4 

*-itap"a 
*-istamav*-istap"a 

-u.$up"a 
-u~uma 
-u tup"a 

FOR LOST 
-itpa 
FORM LOST 
-istpa 

CONTRARY-TO-FACT 

1 '7 (3) *-sasa -sa FORM REPLACED 

2 eo (3) *-sama 
-s 9a -
-sa a 

-sana- FORM 
-sma 

REPLACED 

-sama -sarna -sama
3 ~ (3) *-sap"a -sp"a -spa -spa 

-sapa -sapl.l -sapa
4 ~ (3) *-sana -sana -sana -sna.

1 ~ 2 
\I

it-sta a 
-sa

\I
-Slama 

-S8 -88:

FORM REPLACED 
-sta a -stsma FORM REPLACED 

2 ~1 *-itsssma -utusama -itnama 
-utusm - -tusma -itasama

2 ~4 *-i~ta aDa 'I 
-u~tusama FORM LOST FORU LOST 
-ustusma- FORM LOST FORM LOST· 

3 r 1 *-itasap"a -utusp"a ~itaspa 

-utsapa -tuspa -itasapa
3 ~2 *-masama -masama FORH REPLACED 

3 j1 4 " *-istasap"a 
- ~s a
-ustnsp "3

\7
-utJtuspa

-mas a-

v
-9tuspa

FORM REPLACED 
-stasp8 
-stasapa
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sm·mARY OF CORRE seosns CES 

J J. K.. • 0 

\' -t-'a
~ t: _ _ -~ ~-

-s ..... 
- i-a

- '-
- - a
- 9

*-!l~'. -na - a -: 
x-ma C-) 
\~ - t " . 

-ma(-)
_tla 

-m a (-) 
-t , n)a 

-: (-) 
-ta 

~ -p". -p"a -p ( ")a -pa 

P i:ot l ...Iaqi suffixes by nub j e c t s 

*-t"a 1~2 *-ClJma 
*-9a *-manta 
*-say8 -sta a "
 
*-ta 271 -ita 
*-mat *-itamata 
*-ma *-itama 

-sama *-itasama 

*- .1 371 *-itu 
, - i . -i_ani 
\,1(-1' tt a *-itap"a 

. ~'~ p " a	 itas2.p" 

-t n ~'. 

' - 1 
*-sana 

su i1f1:tesP r o t o -Ja q:l	 by object

2?-1	 * - i ta 3'* *-1tu 
*-1tama ta *-itani 
* - i t ama *-itap"a 

- i t as a ma ":-1tasap"a 

i V 
2~ -i'S'ta 3 ~ . - stu 

* -i ~tamata . · - ~'.~tani 
. i \ 1 ~ .· 1 ~t ap n a- sl a ma 

~ 

* -i~tasama * .•1 1'it a aup " a 

1~	 * - CVma 3~2 *-tama 
* - ma ma *-r.1at ma,

*-a t a ma	 *-masama 

17-3	 * - t " a 2",3 *-ta 
*-3 a *-ma t a 

*-9a9 a * -ma 
*-s s ma 

JAQI
 

v
*-ista 
.:-i~tamata 
*-i~tama 
*-ii'tllsama 

*-i"tu 
*-i~ta.ni 
*-i~tap"a 
*-i§tasapla 

372 *-t a ma 
*-ma tama 

- mas a ma 

3~3 *-1 . ~3 *-tana 
*-n i *-? 
* - p " a * -sana 
*-sa p"a 




